This is an excellent atlas which succeeds in its aim to describe and demonstrate the radiological methods for exploring the biliary and pancreatic duct systems. It will serve as a good introduction to radiologists, and some clinicians, entering the field, but experts may be disappointed by the limited presentation and discussion of the newest developments. The sections on ultrasound scanning and computed tomography are rudimentary; there is no description of methods of tissue diagnosis linked to radiological imaging (such as percutaneous fine needle biopsy); and no mention of therapeutic techniques (such as PTC drainage, biliary prostheses or endoscopic sphincterotomy).
The book is not intended for clinicians, who would wish to find more discussion of diagnostic sequences and strategies in common clinical problems such as jaundice or obscure abdominal pain. The book is less ambitious (and considerably cheaper) than 'Cholangiography and Pancreatography' recently published by Ohto and colleagues. The illustrations are good and the presentation of high quality. In recent years there has been a rapid expansion in the application of ultrasound techniques in clinical diagnosis. In obstetrics, cardiology and, latterly, internal medicine, it has profoundly affected everyday clinical practice. In this large volume encompassing the many facets of diagnostic ultrasound the editors have attempted to put together a comprehensive reference book. Over ninety authors have written a critical review of their own particular field, grouped into eight sections: Basic Principles, Obstetrics and Gynaecology, Internal Medicine, Cardiology, Doppler .Techniques, Neurology, Ophthalmology, and Head and Orthopaedics.
The sections on ophthalmology and neurology are disproportionately long. Indeed, the section on neurology, an area where ultrasound plays a relatively unimportant part in diagnosis, is the largest one of all. In contrast, the chapter on gynaecology and various chapters on internal medicine suffer from excessive brevity. This lack of balance is also evident in the variable quality of the text. Most chapters are well written, some are excellent, other are frankly out-of-date. Furthermore, several otherwise excellent chapters are spoilt by poor real-time or out-of-date bistable scans when grey-scale contact scans would have illustrated the point better.
Undoubtedly there is much of interest in this book for anyone working in ultrasonics, and by present standards it is good value for money. The book would serve as an ideal basic text for a library or X-ray department, but most doctors actively involved in ultrasound would probably find one of the specialized textbooks now available more useful for everyday use.
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